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Author: Marius P. Garofalo
Title: Garafalo Collection
Date: 1941 - 1945

Abstract: Collection of newspapers, newspaper clippings, and USO documents from the Pacific Theater of Operations. The collection also includes a typed transcript of Japanese surrender proceedings.

Quantity: 1 cu. ft.

BIOGRAPHY OF

The collection was donated by Marius P. Garofalo. He collected the material while serving in the United States Army Air Corp. in the Pacific during and after the Second World War.

SCOPE AND CONTENTS OF THE COLLECTION

Documents all deal with the Pacific theater of Operations in the Second World War. The collection seems to focus on the end of the war there and the post war occupation. Documents include USO promotional materials regarding Hawaii, several service newspapers and magazines, transcripts of the Japanese surrender, and personal artifacts from the occupation of Japan and time served with the Army Air Corp.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Restrictions: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the Ohio University Libraries.
Preferred Citation: Researchers are requested to cite the collection name, collection number, and the Ohio University Libraries, in all footnotes and bibliographical references.

Accession Number: 92-43

Provenance: The Ohio University Archives received the collection in October 1992.

Property Rights: Ohio University retains all property rights to the collection.

Copyrights: Ohio University retains all copyrights unless retained by the donor, other correspondents, or other artists.

Photoduplication: Ohio University will entertain requests to photocopy reasonable amounts of material from the collection for the convenience of individual researchers.

Processing: Sarah Westrick, June 23, 2004

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE COLLECTION

Note to Researchers: To request materials, please note both the location and box numbers shown below.

CONTAINER LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box/Folder</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 / 1</td>
<td>Map of the Island of Hawaii (side one) and Hilo (side two), 14.5” x 21.25”, n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The Columbus Citizen Extra, Monday, December 8, 1941, Sections 1&amp;2, sixteen pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Envelope Labeled “Garofalo” and containing: Christmas card from USASIAF on Guam Clipping “Emperor Breaks Precedents in Two-Day Trip to Kyoto,” by Sgt. Rolla Crick, dateline Kyoto, n.d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Clipping “Police Seek Bigger Fish in Black Market,” dateline Tokyo, n.d.


Clipping “Priest Was Victim of Atomic Bomb; Will Return to Hiroshima Parish,” by Pvt. Andrew Headland, dateline Tokyo, n.d.

Clipping “...It’s Natural For a ‘White Tower Hamburger’ Concession!...” Cartoon by Cpl. Jimmy Cabott, n.d.

Clipping “Don’t Just Stand There, Stupid... Imbibe!” Occupation Outbursts cartoon by Schell, n.d.

Clipping “There Ain’t No Kick in this Japanese Beer!” cartoon by Doughty, n.d. [obverse- “Use of U.S. ship to carry Dutch Arms is Protested”]

Clipping “Sort of like an Obstacle Course, Ain’t it!” cartoon by Doughty, n.d. [obverse – Armed Forces Radio Network Frequencies and schedule for December 1&2]


Clipping “Garden Spot in the Rubble Proves Oasis for Tokyo GIs,” by Sgt. Robert Cornwell, dateline Tokyo, n.d.

Clipping “Stateside Luxury,” Photo and
caption, November 10, 1945.
Map of the Island of Hawaii, 7” x 10.5”
Clipping “There’s Where I Work, the Dai Ichi Building – Mac Arthur Works There Too!”
Occupation Outbursts cartoon by Schell, n.d.
Clipping “Could I just get a Cup of Tea?”
Occupation Outbursts cartoon by Schell, n.d.
Clipping “Yeah Us Soldiers are Sorta Like Emissaries of American Culture,”
Occupational Outbursts cartoon by Schell, n.d.
Clipping “XI Corps Finds Cave Network,” n.d.
Clipping “Castle in the Air,” photo and caption, Pacific Stars and Stripes, Wednesday, November 7, 1945.
Brochure “The Big Island, USO Suggests... Things to do... Places to Go...Sights to See,” n.d.
Midpacifican Special Supplement, February 3, 1945, four pages.

3 Typewritten copies of Instrument of Surrender (labeled appendix A), three pages; Proclamation by the Emperor of Japan (labeled appendix B), one page; Final Japanese Acceptance (labeled Appendix G), two pages; Reply by Secretary of State to Japanese Qualified Acceptance (labeled Appendix F), two pages; Japanese qualified Acceptance (labeled Appendix E), two pages; Potsdam Declaration Proclamation by heads of Governments, United States, United Kingdom, and China (labeled Appendix D), three pages; and, the Cairo Conference United States of America: President Roosevelt, China: Chiang Kai-Shek, United Kingdom: Winston Churchill (labeled Appendix C), one page.


4 Program “Headquarters and Headquarters Squadron AAFPOA Christmas 1944,” Twenty-eight pages.
5 Midpacifican, May 12, 1945, sixteen pages
6 Midpacifican, April 28, 1945, sixteen pages
7 Pacific Stars and Stripes, Occupation Forces
   Souvenir Edition, Tuesday, December 25, 1945,
   sixteen pages
8 Yank, Tokyo Edition, December 14, 1945, twenty-
   four pages.
9 Yank, Tokyo Edition, October 19, 1945, eight pages
   (incomplete)
10 Yank, Tear Sheet “France – education, ETO,” by
    Cpl. Marvin Sleeper, one page, n.d.
11 Yank, Tokyo Edition, November 2, 1945, tear sheet,
    “Great Tokyo Fire,” six pages.
12 Christmas Card with Geisha Girl on front.
12 Card, “Thanksgiving Dinner” November 22, 1945.
13 Life, Overseas Edition for Armed Forces, September
    10, 1945, tear sheets, eighteen pages.
14 Yank, Tokyo Edition, October 26, 1945, tear
    sheets, eight pages.
    Pages.
16 Brief, vol. 1, no.45, October 10, 1944, twenty
    pages.
17 Life, Overseas Service Edition, September 17,
    1945, fifty-two pages.
18 Hanging Picture Calendar in Japanese, 1945, seven
    pages.